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Abstract
Objectives To assess inter-sonographer reproducibility of ultrasound attenuation coefficient (AC), backscatter coefficient (BSC)
and shear wave speed (SWS) in adults with known/suspected non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).
Methods The institutional review board approved this HIPAA-compliant prospective study; informed consent was obtained.
Participants with known/suspected NAFLD were recruited and underwent same-day liver examinations with a clinical scanner.
Each participant was scanned by two of the six trained sonographers. Each sonographer performed multiple data acquisitions in
the right liver lobe using a lateral intercostal approach. A data acquisition was a single operator button press that recorded a B-
mode image, radio-frequency data, and the SWS value. AC and BSC were calculated from the radio-frequency data using the
reference phantom method. SWS was calculated automatically using product software. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
and within-subject coefficient of variation (wCV) were calculated for applicable metrics.
Results Sixty-one participants were recruited. Inter-sonographer ICC was 0.86 (95% confidence interval: 0.77–0.92) for AC and
0.87 (0.78–0.92) for log-transformed BSC (logBSC = 10log10BSC) using one acquisition per sonographer. ICC was 0.88 (0.80–
0.93) for both AC and logBSC averaging 5 acquisitions. ICC for SWS was 0.57 (0.29–0.74) using one acquisition per sonog-
rapher, and 0.84 (0.66–0.93) using 10 acquisitions. The wCV was ~7% for AC, and 19–43% for SWS, depending on number of
acquisitions.
Conclusions Hepatic AC, BSC and SWS measures on a clinical scanner have good inter-sonographer reproducibility in adults
with known or suspected NAFLD. Multiple acquisitions are required for SWS but not AC or BSC to achieve good inter-
sonographer reproducibility.
Key Points
• AC, BSC and SWS measurements are reproducible in adults with NAFLD.
• Inter-sonographer reproducibility of SWS measurement improves with more acquisitions being averaged.
• Multiple acquisitions are required for SWS but not AC or BSC.
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Abbreviations
AC Attenuation coefficient
ANOVA Analysis of variance
BMI Body mass index
BSC Backscatter coefficient
CAP Controlled attenuation parameter
FOI Field of interest
ICC Intraclass correlation coefficient
logBSC log-transformed backscatter coefficient
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
NAFLD Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
NASH CRN Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis Clinical

Research Network
PDFF Proton density fat fraction
QIB Quantitative imagine biomarker
QIBA Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance
QUS Quantitative ultrasound
RF Radio-frequency
ROI Region of interest
RSNA Radiological Society of North America
SWS Shear wave speed
USFDA United States Food and Drug Administration
VTQ Virtual touch quantification
wCV within-subject coefficient of variation

Introduction

Advances in medical imaging technology have allowed quan-
titative information to be obtained from medical ultrasound
for disease diagnosis and staging. Quantitative ultrasound
(QUS) parameters [e.g., attenuation coefficient (AC, dB/cm-
MHz) and backscatter coefficient (BSC, 1/cm-sr)] and the
elasticity parameter shear wave speed (SWS, m/s) are emerg-
ing as clinically useful measurements derived from ultrasound
[1–11]. AC is a measure of ultrasound energy loss in tissue,
BSC is a measure of ultrasound energy returned from tissue,
and SWS is an indicator of tissue stiffness.

Prior studies have shown that QUS and SWS are comple-
mentary for noninvasive assessment of non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease (NAFLD) [2–8]. Clinical studies have shown that
AC and BSC can assess liver fat noninvasively in NAFLD
[6–8], while SWS can detect advanced liver fibrosis [2–5].
These parameters can be acquired from a single ultrasound
examination, thereby providing contemporary assessment of
key disease components (steatosis and fibrosis). Moreover,
they can be implemented on standard clinical ultrasound sys-
tems, with the potential for widespread clinical utilization for
screening or serial assessment if validated. By comparison, the
controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) measured by

Fibroscan (Echosens) is used clinically to assess liver steatosis
[12, 13], but this method is proprietary, available only on a
specialized device from a single manufacturer, and unavail-
able on most clinical ultrasound systems. Similarly, while
magnetic resonance elastography and chemical-shift-
encoded magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are emerging as
accurate and reproducible methods for assessing liver steatosis
[14] and fibrosis [14, 15] in NAFLD, these methods are ex-
pensive, not widely available globally and less practical for
screening.

For quantitative imaging biomarkers (QIBs) such as AC,
BSC and SWS to play an important clinical role, rigorous
assessment of their reliability and reproducibility is needed.
In fact, the Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance (QIBA)
was organized by the Radiological Society of North America
(RSNA) in 2007 “in response to the need for reliable and
reproducible quantification of biomedical imaging data” [16].

Previous phantom and human studies have demonstrated
excellent repeatability and inter-transducer reproducibility for
QUS parameters AC and BSC [17, 18]. However, the inter-
sonographer reproducibility for QUS parameters has not yet
been evaluated in clinical studies. Previous studies have also
assessed the reproducibility of SWS [3, 19, 20]. However,
QUS and SWS have not been examined in the same popula-
tion. We assess inter-sonographer reproducibility of QUS and
SWS in a single cohort of prospectively recruited adults with
known or suspected NAFLD and with variable degrees of
liver steatosis and fibrosis, scanned by the same set of trained
expert sonographers using the same machine and transducer.

Materials and methods

Study design and participants

The institutional review board approved this HIPAA-
compliant study. Research participants were prospectively re-
cruited from the University of California at San Diego
(UCSD) Research Center between March 2016 and
November 2017. Participants aged ≥ 18 years old were re-
cruited by the hepatology investigator (RL), a fellowship-
trained hepatologist, if they had known or suspected
NAFLD and were willing and able to participate. Patients
were excluded if they had clinical, laboratory, or histology
evidence of a liver disease other than NAFLD, if they con-
sumed excess alcohol [≥ 14 (men) or ≥ 7 (women) drinks/
week], or if they used steatogenic or hepatoxic medications.
Written informed consent was obtained. Demographic and
anthropometric data were acquired. Data from contemporane-
ous hepatic MRI research studies and/or from clinical-care
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liver biopsies were recorded if available to help characterize
the participant cohort.

Ultrasound data acquisition

We used a clinical ultrasound system (Siemens S3000,
Siemens Healthineers) that, under terms of a research
agreement, allowed direct post-beamformed radio-fre-
quency (RF) data acquisition. Six registered diagnostic
medical sonographers (each with > 10 years of experi-
ence) were trained in the research protocol. Each partici-
pant was scanned by two of the six sonographers, the two
being selected were based on scheduling availability. The
4C1 transducer (1–4 MHz nominal) was used. Between
scans, participants were allowed to take a brief break (5–
10 minutes), although few chose to get off the gurney; in
every case, the participant was repositioned on the gurney
for the next scan by the second sonographer.

Each sonographer performed the same protocol in the
same location in the right liver lobe using a lateral inter-
costal approach. Consistent with standard clinical practice,
each sonographer adjusted system settings in each partici-
pant to optimize right hepatic lobe visualization prior to the
first RF/SWS acquisition; settings for that sonographer
remained constant for all subsequent RF/SWS acquisi-
tions. The sonographer manually placed a 0.6 (width) x
1-cm (height) rectangular SWS region of interest (ROI)
overlaid on the B-mode image to a relative homogeneous
region of the right liver lobe at least 2 cm below the liver
capsule but not deeper than 7 cm. An acquisition was de-
fined as a single operator button press that recorded a B-
mode image, the RF data corresponding to the entire B-
mode image, then the SWS value. Following standard
SWS protocol, acquisitions were repeated during separate
shallow expiration breath holds separated by about 15 sec-
onds until 10 valid acquisitions were obtained, defined to
be one in which the SWS value was displayed, or until 20
attempts were made, whichever came first. A calibrated
reference phantom (CIRS, Inc.) was scanned to obtain RF
data following completion of the repeated liver acquisi-
tions without changing the settings.

AC and BSC computation

AC and BSC frequency spectra were derived using
established methodologies that removed instrumentation/
setting dependencies by comparing the liver and phantom
RF data [17, 21]. Briefly, the RF data were processed
offline on a desktop personal computer using custom soft-
ware programmed in MATLAB (The MathWorks). The
software first performed a quality control test by automat-
ically checking if the system settings for the liver and
phantom acquisitions were identical as intended. The liver

acquisitions that were found to have different system set-
tings than the corresponding phantom acquisition were
considered invalid for QUS analysis. Afterwards, a free-
hand field of interest (FOI) outlining the liver boundary
was drawn on each B-mode reconstructed from the RF
data (Fig. 1). The FOIs were different from the SWS
ROIs because of inherent technical differences between
QUS and SWS techniques. The FOIs covered an area of
75 cm2 on average, although the area ranged from 40 to
120 cm2 depending on how much of the liver is visual-
ized. FOIs were drawn under the supervision of an abdom-
inal radiologist (CBS) by two research analysts (EZS &
ASB) with 2–3 years of experience in radiology body
imaging research and by a medical physicist (MPA) with
career experience in medical ultrasound and MRI research,
who also provided quality control checks on the work of
the two analysts by reviewing their FOIs and making cor-
rections when necessary. To minimize analysis burden and
in anticipation for possible future clinical applications of
this technology, no effort was made to exclude hepatic
vessels from the FOI, and only five of the 10–20 valid
acquisitions were randomly chosen for B-mode recon-
struction and FOI drawing. The AC and BSC from the
FOI were computed automatically in the custom software
using an established reference phantom technique [17, 21]
by an investigator independent from the group who pro-
vided the FOIs. The AC values and separately the BSC
values at all frequency points within 2.6–3.0 MHz were
averaged to yield a single AC and a single BSC measure
per image. This bandwidth was chosen because it has a
narrow range around the 2.8-MHz center frequency with
optimal signal-to-noise ratio [18].

Fig. 1 (Reproduced from [18] with permission) A representative liver B-
mode image reconstructed from the radio-frequency data acquired from a
32-year-old male. The pink field of interest line was drawn on the
reconstructed B-mode image to outline the liver boundary
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SWS computation

A United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA)-
cleared Siemens-developed Virtual Touch Quantification
(VTQ)® algorithm was used for SWS calculation. The SWS
values in m/sec, if valid by algorithm criteria, were displayed
automatically by the scanner after each acquisition and
recorded.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using R 3.4.2 (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing). Participant character-
istics were summarized descriptively. BSC was log-

transformed (logBSC = 10log10BSC) to normalize the
distribution.

The inter-sonographer reproducibility was assessed using
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [22] and within-subject
coefficient of variance (wCV; not applicable for logBSC be-
cause of negative values) [23]. ICC was calculated using the
‘irr’ package based on an absolute-agreement, one-way ran-
dom effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) model. This model
is appropriate for our study design wherein each participant
was scanned by a (possibly) different set of two sonographers
selected based on availability from a pool of six sonographers.
Two ICC forms were reported: ICC(1,1) and ICC(1,k), esti-
mated based on the ‘single’ and ‘average’ units specified in
the ‘irr’ package, respectively. ICC(1,1) is defined as

ICC 1; 1ð Þ ¼ participant variability

participant variabilityþ sonographer variabilityþmeasurement error
;

which represents the measurement reliability if the measure-
ment from a single sonographer is used as the basis of actual
measurement. ICC(1,k) is defined as

ICC 1; kð Þ ¼ participant variability

participant variabilityþ sonographer variabilityþmeasurement errorð Þ=k ;

which represents the measurement reliability if the mean value
of k sonographers (k=2) is used as an assessment basis.

To compare QUS and SWS for reproducibility perfor-
mance, the measurement from each sonographer on a partic-
ipant was calculated by taking the mean of N acquisitions. To
investigate if the ICC estimates were affected by the choice of
taking the mean versus the median ofN acquisitions, the SWS
measurement of each sonographer was also determined sepa-
rately by the median of N acquisitions. ICC values were cal-
culated for N = 1, 2,…, 10 for SWS and for N = 1, 2,…, 5 for
AC and logBSC to investigate the influence of N on ICC
values. Confidence intervals of 95% (95%CI) were computed
when applicable.

The sample size was driven by feasibility. Our sample size
is typical for reproducibility studies [3, 19, 24, 25].

Reference standards

Contemporaneous MRI-derived proton density fat fraction
(MRI-PDFF) [6] and histological steatosis scores determined
by a liver pathologist according to the Nonalcoholic
Steatohepatitis Clinical Research Network (NASH CRN) his-
tological scoring system [26] were used as the reference

standards to characterize the steatosis ranges of the participant
cohort.

The histological fibrosis stages defined by the NASH CRN
histological scoring system were used to characterize the fi-
brosis ranges of the participant cohort.

By definition, there is no reference standard for the repro-
ducibility study.

Results

Participants

Sixty-one participants (43 females) were recruited. The
mean age was 53 (F: 56; M: 47) years, and the age range
was 25–74 (F: 26–72; M: 25–74) years. The mean body
mass index (BMI) was 32.0 kg/m2 and the BMI range was
23.9–43.3 kg/m2. Forty-six participants had MRI-PDFF
within 0 to 113 days (mean: 17 days) of US; mean
MRI-PDFF was 15.8%, and the MRI-PDFF range was
0.7–41.1%. Some participants did not have MRI due to
severe claustrophobia, exceeding bore diameter, refusing
research MRI, or the scanner being down. Fifty-eight par-
ticipants had clinical-care liver biopsy within 1 to 258
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days (mean: 55 days) of US and with the following dis-
tribution of histology-determined steatosis scores: 0: 2, 1:
25, 2: 26, and 3: 5, and the following distribution of
histology-determined fibrosis stages: 0: 21, 1: 23, 2: 8,
3: 3, and 4: 3. The MRI-PDFF and histology data show
that the participant cohort of this reproducibility study
covered a wide range of hepatic fat fractions and liver
fibrosis ranges (these data are not intended to be used to
assess the diagnostic accuracy of QUS and SWS
parameters).

AC and BSC results

Five AC values and five logBSC values were obtained per
sonographer per participant. The AC and logBSC boxplots
(Figs. 2 and 3, respectively) were generated such that the
values were grouped by participant-sonographer pairs and

ordered by MRI-PDFF when available (left of the red vertical
line in the boxplot) to provide an overview of the distribution
and variability of the acquisition values without intra-
sonographer averaging.

The ICC (and 95% CI) estimates of AC and logBSC
are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. ICC(1,1) was
0.76 for AC and 0.77 for logBSC using only one acqui-
sition per sonographer, and 0.78 for AC and 0.79 for BSC
using five acquisitions. The reliability of the AC and BSC
measures was improved if the two sonographers’ values
were averaged, with ICC (1,2) reaching 0.86 for AC and
0.87 for logBSC using only one acquisition per sonogra-
pher, and 0.88 for AC and 0.88 for logBSC using five
acquisitions per sonographer.

The wCV was in the range 6.9–7.5% for paired AC mea-
surements. This metric is not applicable for logBSC, which
can have negative measurement values.

Fig. 2 Boxplots of measured attenuation coefficient values grouped by
participant-sonographer pairs. Each participant is represented by two
adjacent boxes (two sonographers) of the same colour. Left of the red
vertical line are participants for which MRI-proton density fat fraction

(MRI-PDFF) are available and those participants are ordered by MRI-
PDFF. Right of the red vertical line are participants for whichMRI-PDFF
are unavailable

Fig. 3 Boxplots of measured log-transformed backscatter coefficient
values grouped by participant-sonographer pairs. Each participant is
represented by two adjacent boxes (two sonographers) of the same
colour. Left of the red vertical line are participants for which MRI-

proton density fat fraction (MRI-PDFF) are available and those
participants are ordered by MRI-PDFF. Right of the red vertical line are
participants for which MRI-PDFF are unavailable
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SWS Results

Three to ten valid SWS values were obtained per sonographer
per participant; in 55 participants, 5 or more SWS values were
obtained. The SWS boxplot (Fig. 4) groups the values by
participant-sonographer pairs and ordered by fibrosis stage
(when histology was available) to provide an overview of
the distribution and variability of the acquisition values with-
out intra-sonographer averaging.

When 10 acquisitions were averaged for each sonographer
(28 participants), ICC(1,1) was 0.72 (Table 3). The reliability
of the SWS measure was improved if the two sonographers
were averaged, with ICC(1,2) = 0.84. However, if only one
acquisition was used per sonographer, the ICC estimates

dropped, with ICC(1,1) estimated to be 0.40, and ICC(1,2)
estimated to be 0.57.

ICC estimates for SWS calculated using the median of
multiple acquisitions are shown in Table 4. ICC point esti-
mates computed using the median were statistically signifi-
cantly lower than those computed using the mean (p < 0.05),
and wCV estimate based on the median was statistically sig-
nificantly higher than that computed based on the mean (p <
0.05). However, when 10 acquisitions were used, the absolute
difference caused by the use of mean versus median was neg-
ligible for ICC and wCVestimates.

The wCV dropped from 43% using a single acquisition to
21% using 10 acquisitions for paired SWS measurements
when the mean was used (Table 3). This metric dropped from
43% (single acquisition) to 22% (10 acquisitions) when the
median was used (Table 4).

Discussion

This study assesses an important clinical aspect of QIB preci-
sion: inter-sonographer reproducibility, for three QIBs (AC,
BSC, and SWS) that are measurable from the same clinical
scanner. Both accuracy and precision must be demonstrated
for a QIB to play important roles in clinical practice. This
study deals with precision (reproducibility); diagnostic accu-
racy (of AC and BSC for assessing hepatic steatosis [6–8], and
of SWS for detecting advanced liver fibrosis [2–5]) has been
evaluated in prior studies using biopsy and MRI-PDFF as
reference standards. High ICC values were obtained for the
three QIBs in NAFLD participants with a wide range of he-
patic fat fraction and fibrosis stages. These values demonstrate
good inter-sonographer reproducibility of AC, BSC, and SWS
in NAFLD participants, and represent a necessary step toward
the eventual clinical application of these QIBs.

We also investigate how the inter-sonographer reproduc-
ibility is affected by the number of acquisitions. It is a com-
mon practice to perform multiple acquisitions and use the
mean or median as the final measurement of a QIB. For ex-
ample, 6 to 10 valid acquisitions are commonly used clinically
to yield good inter-sonographer SWS reproducibility [19].
The use of multiple SWS acquisitions is supported by our
observation of increased ICC and decreased wCVas the num-
ber of acquisitions increased. In contrast, our comparison be-
tween QUS and SWS shows that a large number of acquisi-
tions is not necessary for QUS (AC and BSC). Increasing the
number of acquisitions only slightly improved the ICC esti-
mates for AC and logBSC and using only one acquisition per
sonographer already yielded good inter-sonographer repro-
ducibility. QUS’s ability to achieve good cross-sonographer
reproducibility using a single acquisition may be an
advantage.

Table 1 Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and within-subject
coefficients of variation (wCV) of the attenuation coefficient (AC)
obtained from a single acquisition (N = 1) and of the mean AC
obtained from multiple repeated intra-sonographer acquisitions (N = 2,
3, 4, and 5)

# Acquisitions
(N)

ICC(1,1) (95% CI) ICC(1,2) (95% CI) wCV (%)

1 0.76 (0.63, 0.85) 0.86 (0.77, 0.92) 7.5

2 0.79 (0.67, 0.87) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93) 6.9

3 0.78 (0.66, 0.86) 0.87 (0.79, 0.92) 7.1

4 0.79 (0.67, 0.87) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93) 7.0

5 0.78 (0.67, 0.86) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93) 7.0

ICC(1,1) was calculated using the ‘irr’ package in R based on a single-
unit, absolute-agreement, one-way random effect analysis of variance
(ANOVA) model. ICC(1,2) was calculated using the same package based
on an average-unit (i.e., average of two sonographers as the assessment
basis), absolute-agreement, one-way random effect ANOVA model.

CI confidence interval, ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, wCV with-
in-subject coefficient of variation

Table 2 Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) of the log-transformed
backscatter coefficient (logBSC) obtained from a single acquisition (N =
1) and of the mean logBSC obtained from multiple repeated intra-
sonographer acquisitions (N = 2, 3, 4, and 5)

# Acquisitions
(N)

ICC(1,1) (95% CI) ICC(1,2) (95% CI)

1 0.77 (0.64, 0.85) 0.87 (0.78, 0.92)

2 0.78 (0.67, 0.86) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93)

3 0.78 (0.66, 0.86) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93)

4 0.79 (0.68, 0.87) 0.88 (0.81, 0.93)

5 0.79 (0.67, 0.87) 0.88 (0.80, 0.93)

ICC(1,1) was calculated using the ‘irr’ package in R based on a single-
unit, absolute-agreement, one-way random effect analysis of variance
(ANOVA) model. ICC(1,2) was calculated using the same package based
on an average-unit (i.e., average of two sonographers as the assessment
basis), absolute-agreement, one-way random effect ANOVA model.

CI confidence interval, ICC intraclass correlation coefficient
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The good inter-sonographer reproducibility of AC and
BSC demonstrated herein provides important confirmation
of this aspect of QUS precision. The repeatability and repro-
ducibility are two metrics that address QIB precision.
Repeatability is “the measurement of precision with condi-
tions that remain unchanged between replicate measurements
(repeatability conditions)” [16], while reproducibility is “the
measurement of precision with conditions that vary between
replicate measurements (reproducibility conditions)” [16].
There are a variety of reproducibility conditions, and it is not
feasible to assess all reproducibility conditions in a single
clinical study. A previous clinical study has assessed the re-
producibility between FOI analysts [8]. A previous phantom
study has demonstrated that the transducer and sonographer
effects are negligible on the overall variability of QUS param-
eters [17]. The transducer effect was also shown to be negli-
gible on QUS variability in a previous clinical study in adults

with known or suspected NAFLD [18]. However, the more
clinically relevant inter-sonographer reproducibility has not
been evaluated for QUS in clinical studies. The current study
on NAFLD participants addresses this need and shows good
inter-sonographer reproducibility.

The evaluation of SWS in the same cohort not only places
the QUS results into context (e.g., the number of acquisitions
discussion), but also contributes to the SWS literature. The
inter-sonographer SWS reproducibility has not been evaluated
previously in participants with known or suspected NAFLD
and with variable degrees of steatosis and fibrosis. This study
found an inter-sonographer ICC(1,1) of 0.72 and ICC(1,2) of
0.84 when 10 SWS acquisitions were averaged for each so-
nographer. In comparison, a previous study [19] on the inter-
operator reproducibility of SWS in a mostly cirrhotic popula-
tion (58 participants = 41 cirrhotic + 17 noncirrhotic) yielded
an overall ICC of 0.81, an ICC of 0.83 for the cirrhotic sub-

Table 3 Intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) and within-
subject coefficients of variation
(wCV) of the shear wave speed
(SWS) obtained from a single
acquisition (N = 1) and of the
mean SWS obtained from
multiple repeated intra-
sonographer acquisitions (N = 2,
3,…, 10)

# Acquisitions (N) ICC(1,1) (95% CI) ICC(1,2) (95% CI) wCV (%) # Participants

1 0.40 (0.17, 0.59) 0.57 (0.29, 0.74) 43.0 61

2 0.48 (0.27, 0.65) 0.65 (0.42, 0.79) 34.9 61

3 0.50 (0.29, 0.67) 0.67 (0.45, 0.80) 33.9 61

4 0.77 (0.63, 0.85) 0.87 (0.78, 0.92) 21.5 57

5 0.77 (0.63, 0.86) 0.87 (0.78, 0.92) 19.2 55

6 0.67 (0.49, 0.80) 0.80 (0.65, 0.89) 20.5 51

7 0.67 (0.48, 0.80) 0.81 (0.65, 0.89) 20.6 47

8 0.69 (0.50, 0.82) 0.82 (0.67, 0.90) 20.4 44

9 0.69 (0.48, 0.83) 0.82 (0.65, 0.90) 21.0 38

10 0.72 (0.49, 0.86) 0.84 (0.66, 0.93) 21.3 28

ICC(1,1) was calculated using the ‘irr’ package in R based on a single-unit, absolute-agreement, one-way random
effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) model. ICC(1,2) was calculated using the same package based on an
average-unit (i.e., average of two sonographers as the assessment basis), absolute-agreement, one-way random
effect ANOVA model.

CI confidence interval, ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, wCV within-subject coefficient of variation

Fig. 4 Boxplots of measured shear wave speed values grouped by
participant-sonographer pairs. Each participant is represented by two
adjacent boxes (two sonographers) of the same colour. Histology-

determined fibrosis stages are indicated by F0 through F4 when
available. The red vertical lines mark the boundaries between adjacent
fibrosis stages
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population, and an ICC of 0.70 for the noncirrhotic sub-pop-
ulation. It was not clear if ICC(1,1) or ICC(1,k) were estimat-
ed in [19]. However, our ICC(1,2) estimates appear to be
consistent with the ICC estimates reported in [19].

The QUS and SWS reproducibility results are comparable
to or better than other imaging modalities for liver assessment.
For example, an overall ICC of 0.68 was reported for MR
elastography, which is used for assessing liver fibrosis [24].
Transient elastography (Fibroscan) has an excellent overall
inter-observer reproducibility with a reported ICC up to 0.96
[25]. However, Fibroscan’s reproducibility depends on the
liver fibrosis stage (ICC = 0.6 for fibrosis stage ≤1; ICC =
0.99 for fibrosis stage ≥2) and BMI [27].

There are a few limitations in the current form of QUS
techniques. First, an external phantom is needed, although
phantom stability over time does not appear to be a factor in
QUS reproducibility (Appendix). This limitation may be re-
solved by pre-calibrating the machine settings using a phan-
tom and building the calibration results into the system.
Another limitation is that RF data are required. Although ev-
ery ultrasound system acquires RF data, not all systems pro-
vide a means to record or export it. This limitation is alleviated
as more manufacturers provide RF output capabilities. This
limitation can be eliminated in the future as it is feasible to
perform the entire QUS analysis internally in the scanner with-
out the need for external processing.

There are also a few limitations of the current reproduc-
ibility study. We did not assess all components of repro-
ducibility. Future research is needed to assess more com-
ponents such as the inter-platform reproducibility and
multiple-site validation. The reproducibility evaluated
herein is an aggregate effect of repeatability and
sonographers. Our study design does not allow us to sep-
arate the sonographer effect from the aggregate effect.

In conclusion, our study shows good inter-sonographer re-
producibility of AC, BSC, and SWS in the same cohort of
participants scanned in the same instance by the same set of
trained expert sonographers using the same machine and
transducer. Multiple acquisitions are required for SWS, but
not AC or BSC, to achieve good inter-sonographer reproduc-
ibility. Further research may be needed to separate the contri-
butions of sonographers and repeatability on the observed
reproducibility.
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Table 4 Intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) and within-
subject coefficients of variation
(wCV) of the shear wave speed
(SWS) obtained from a single
acquisition (N = 1) and of the
median SWS obtained from
multiple repeated intra-
sonographer acquisitions (N = 2,
3,…, 10)

# Acquisitions (N) ICC(1,1) (95% CI) ICC(1,2) (95% CI) wCV (%) # Participants

1 0.40 (0.17, 0.59) 0.57 (0.29, 0.74) 43.0 61

2 0.48 (0.27, 0.65) 0.65 (0.42, 0.79) 34.9 61

3 0.42 (0.19, 0.61) 0.59 (0.32, 0.76) 39.9 61

4 0.67 (0.50, 0.79) 0.80 (0.67, 0.88) 26.7 57

5 0.67 (0.50, 0.80) 0.81 (0.67, 0.89) 24.1 55

6 0.62 (0.42, 0.76) 0.76 (0.59, 0.86) 23.1 51

7 0.63 (0.42, 0.77) 0.77 (0.59, 0.87) 23.1 47

8 0.67 (0.47, 0.80) 0.80 (0.64, 0.89) 21.8 44

9 0.67 (0.45, 0.81) 0.80 (0.62, 0.90) 22.8 38

10 0.72 (0.48, 0.86) 0.84 (0.65, 0.92) 22.0 28

ICC(1,1) was calculated using the ‘irr’ package in R based on a single-unit, absolute-agreement, one-way random
effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) model. ICC(1,2) was calculated using the same package based on an
average-unit (i.e., average of two sonographers as the assessment basis), absolute-agreement, one-way random
effect ANOVA model.

CI confidence interval, ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, wCV within-subject coefficient of variation
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Ethical approval Institutional review board approval was obtained.

Methodology
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